**ATTRACTION**

**AT-SHOWER SET 1**
- Magnetic AT-shower (6 color options)
- 150cm flexible hose
- Pressure limiter
- FE-tile Irony support 40x40 cm wall tile (including fixing set & spacers)
- Magnetic 250cc shampoo AT-bottle with dispenser

**FE-TILE**
- Supplement 40x40 cm Irony support/wall tile, includes fixing set & spacers, for in order to give more possibilities of positioning the AT-objects.

**AT-MIRROR SET**
- AT-hair brush, ash-wood, pure bristle
- AT-family comb - wooden pins
- AT-afro comb - wooden pins
- FE-mirror 40x40 cm (incl. fixing set)

**Irony MIRROR WITH magnetic ACCESSORIES**
- 40x40 cm Irony mirror with magnetic wooden family comb, magnetic wooden afro comb, and magnetic wooden hair brush, includes wall fixing set.

**AT-BOTTLE**
- Magnetic AT-bottle with dispenser
- A 250 cc transparent bottle / 20cc dispenser. Good for any liquid soap/shampoo or balam.

**AT-JETSET**
- Magnetic Jetset
- This is a massage-set with 4 jets.
- Each jet can be regulated in any direction and freely positioned thanks to their magnetic attachment shield.
- The jets include a pressure limiter.

**AT-SHOWER SET 2**
- AT-shower (see color)
- AT-bottle with dispenser
- 150cm flexible hose
- AT-jetset

**FE-PANEL**
- Irony FE PANEL with integrated MIXER / DEVIATOR
- This Thermostatic supply deviator-panel, with integrated high-quality thermostatic mixer + 2 channel deviator for both shower & jetset, substitutes the shower slide rail system and wallmixer. It can easily be installed in new installations, saving money and time to wall installation, as well as in renewel/exchange or upgrade of existing shower combinations, as the 100x58cm panel will cover the previous installation denies. FE-therma-
- PN needs to be properly installed to the hot and cold circuit.

- 100x58cm Irony panel with pre-installed thermostatic mixer and 2-channel deviator, includes installed water-channel outlets and wall fixings set with spacers.
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